March 29, 2019

End of Life Notification EOL19001
AES-ULTRA96-G

Products Affected: This notification affects the part number listed below.

AES-ULTRA96-G

Effective Date: March 29, 2019

Reason for Change: This original Ultra96 board is being replaced by the new Ultra96-V2 which includes the same feature set and functionality but extends reach into additional countries around the world. The introduction of the Ultra96 V2 also allows for an industrial temp version for those customers that require a broader operating range.

For more information, please visit http://avnet.me/ultra96-v2

Since the Ultra96-V2 maintains the same feature set as Ultra96, Avnet has no plans to build the Ultra96 after current stock is depleted. Please plan on ordering Ultra96-V2 as we move into the future.

Recommended Replacement:

AES-ULTRA96-V2-G (0 - 65C)

For further assistance contact your local Avnet sales representative to discuss available options.